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We introduce a simple protocol for adaptive quantum state tomography,
which reduces the worst-case
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
infidelity [1  Fð;
^ Þ] between the estimate and the true state from Oð1= N Þ to Oð1=NÞ. It uses a single
adaptation step and just one extra measurement setting. In a linear optical qubit experiment, we
demonstrate a full order of magnitude reduction in infidelity (from 0.1% to 0.01%) for a modest number
of samples (N  3  104 ).
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Quantum information processing requires reliable,
repeatable preparation and transformation of quantum
states. Quantum state tomography is used to identify the
density matrix  that was prepared by such a process. No
finite ensemble of N samples is sufficient to uniquely identify , so we estimate it, reporting either a single state ^
that is ‘‘close’’ to  with high probability [1–5], or a confidence region of nonzero radius that contains  with high
probability [6,7]. Both approaches must accept some
inaccuracy (the discrepancy between ^ and ) or imprecision (the diameter of the confidence region). The universal
goal of state tomography is to minimize this discrepancy,
which has been quantified with various metrics (e.g.,
trace norm, fidelity, relative entropy, etc.). In this Letter,
we focus on the particularly well-motivated quantum
infidelity,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  Fð;
^ Þ ¼ 1  Tr
^  ;
(1)
and show that as N ! 1, adaptive
tomography reduces
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
expected infidelity from Oð1= N Þ to Oð1=NÞ.
Unlike alternative metrics, 1  Fð;
^ Þ quantifies an
important operational quantity: how many copies are
required to reliably distinguish ^ from ? Without doing
justice to the rich body of research behind this simple
statement (e.g., [8–13]. . .), we summarize as follows. The
discrepancy between ^ and  given a single sample is well
described by the trace distance, j^  j1 . But tomography
(i) requires N  1 samples, (ii) is used to predict experiments on N  1 samples, and (iii) yields errors that cannot
be detected without N  1 samples. So the operationally
relevant quantity is j^ N  N j1 , which for N  1
^
. The exponent D is the quantum
behaves as 1  eDð;ÞN
Chernoff bound [13], and N  D logð1=Þ samples are
necessary and sufficient to distinguish  from ^ with
confidence 1  . D is tightly bounded by the logarithm
0031-9007=13=111(18)=183601(5)

of the fidelity (see [12], Eq. 28); when 1  Fð;
^ Þ  1
(which should always be true in tomography),  logðFÞ 
1  F and
1F
 D  1  F:
2

(2)

Thus, 1  F really does (almost uniquely) quantify tomographic inaccuracy; N  ½1  Fð;
^ Þ1 samples are (up
to a factor of 2) necessary and sufficient [14] to falsify .
^ In
contrast, Hilbert-Schmidt- and trace-distance have no such
N-sample meaning, and give wildly misleading metrics of
tomographic error.
We show that standard tomography
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ with static measurements can’t beat 1  F ¼ Oð1= N Þ as N ! 1 for a large
and important class of states, then introduce and explain a
simple adaptive protocol that achieves 1  F ¼ Oð1=NÞ
for every state. Finally, we demonstrate this effect in a
linear optical experiment, achieving a tenfold improvement in infidelity (from 0.1% to 0.01% with N ¼
3  104 measurements) over standard tomography. We
believe this protocol will have wide application, particularly in situations where the rate of data collection is small,
such as postselected optical systems (e.g., [15], where data
were collected at approximately 9 measurements per hour).
Adaptivity has been proposed in various contexts.
Single-step adaptive tomography was first analyzed by
[16], then refined in [17–19]. A scheme similar to ours
(and its efficacy for pure states) was analyzed in [20].
Reference [21] recently treated state estimation as parameter estimation, obtaining results complementary, but
largely orthogonal, to those reported here. Here, we present
both an experimental demonstration and simple, selfcontained derivation of (i) why quantum fidelity is significant, (ii) why adaptive tomography achieves far better
infidelity, and (iii) how the adaptation should be done.
We optimize worst-case infidelity over all states, not just
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pure states [20] or specific ensembles of mixed states (e.g.,
Ref. [18] achieved high average fidelity, but low fidelity on
nearly pure states).
Adaptive tomography.—Static tomography uses data
from a fixed set of measurements. Different measurements
yield subtly different tomographic accuracy [22], but to
leading order, ‘‘good’’ protocols for single-qubit tomography provide equal information [23] about every component
of the unknown density matrix ,
1
 ¼ ð1l þ hx ix þ hy iy þ hz iz Þ:
2

(3)

The canonical example involves measuring the three Pauli
operators (x , y , z ). This minimizes the variance of the
estimator —but
^
not the expected infidelity, for two
reasons.
First, the variance of the estimate ^ depends also on 
itself. Consider the linear inversion estimator ^ lin , defined
by estimating hz i ¼ ðn"  n# Þ=ðn" þ n# Þ (and similarly
for hx i and hy i), and substituting into Eq. (3). Each
measurement behaves like N=3 flips of a coin with bias
pk ¼ ð1=2Þð1 þ hk iÞ, and yields
sﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pk ð1  pk Þ
p^k ¼ pk
(4)
N

) hk iestimated ¼ hk itrue

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2
1  hk i :
2N

(5)

When hk i  0, its estimate has a large variance—but
when hk i  1, the variance is very small. As a result,
the variance of ^ around  is anisotropic and  dependent
[see Fig. 1(a)].

FIG. 1 (color online). Two features of qubit tomography with
Pauli measurements (shown for an equatorial cross section of the
Bloch sphere): (a) The distribution or ‘‘scatter’’ of any unbiased
estimator ^ (depicted by dull red ellipses) varies with the true
state  (black stars at the center of ellipses). (b) The expected
infidelity between ^ and  as a function of . Within the Bloch
sphere, the expected infidelity is Oð1=NÞ. p
But
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ in a thin shell
of nearly
pure
states
(of
thickness
Oð1=
N Þ), it scales as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Oð1= N Þ—except when  is aligned with a measurement axis
(Pauli X, Y, or Z).
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Second, the dependence of infidelity on the error,
 ¼ ^  , also varies with . Infidelity is hypersensitive
to misestimation of small eigenvalues. A Taylor expansion
of 1  Fð;
^ Þ yields (in terms of ’s eigenbasis fjiig),
1  Fð;  þ Þ ¼

1X
hijjji2
þ Oð3 Þ:
4 i;j hijjii þ hjjjji

(6)

Infidelity is quadratic in —except that as an eigenvalue
hijjii approaches 0, its sensitivity to hijjii diverges;
1  F becomes linear [24] in :
X
1  Fð;  þ Þ ¼ 
hijjii þ Oð2 Þ: (7)
i: hijjii¼0
To minimize infidelity, we must accurately estimate the
small eigenvalues of , particularly those that are (or
appear to be) zero. For states deep within the Bloch sphere,
static tomography achieves infidelitypofﬃﬃﬃﬃ Oð1=NÞ [16,25].
Typical errors scale as jj ¼ Oð1= N Þ (Eq. (5)), and
2
infidelity scales as 1  F ¼ Oðjj
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ Þ. But for states with
eigenvalues
less than Oð1= N Þ, infidelity scales as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Oð1= N Þ. Quantum information processing relies on
nearly pure states, so this poor scaling is significant.
To achieve better performance, we observe that if  is
diagonal in one of the measured bases (e.g., z ), then
infidelity always scales as Oð1=NÞ. The increased sensitivity of 1  F to error in small eigenvalues [Eq. (6)] is
precisely cancelled by the reduced inaccuracy that accompanies a highly biased measurement-outcome distribution
[Eq. (5)]. This suggests an obvious (if naı̈ve) solution: we
should simply ensure that we measure the diagonal basis
of !
This is unreasonable—knowing  would render tomography pointless. But we can perform standard tomography
on N0 < N samples, get a preliminary estimate ^ 0 , and
measure the remaining N  N0 samples so that one basis
diagonalizes ^ 0 . This measurement will not diagonalize 
exactly, but if N0  1 it will be fairly close. The angle 
between
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ the eigenbases of  and ^ 0 is OðjjÞ ¼
Oð1= N0 Þ. This implies that if  has an eigenvector j c k i
with eigenvalue k ¼ 0, then corresponding measurement
outcome jk ihk j will have probability at most pk ¼
sin2   2 ¼ Oð1=N0 Þ. Since we make this measurement
on OðN  N0 Þ copies [26], the final error in the estimated p^k (and, therefore, in the eigenvalue k ) is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Oð1= N0 ðN  N0 ÞÞ. So using a constant fraction N0 ¼
N of the available samples for the preliminary estimation
should yield Oð1=NÞ infidelity for all states.
A similar protocol was suggested in Ref. [18], but that
analysis concluded that N0 / N p for p 2=3 would be
sufficient. This works for average infidelity over a particular ensemble, but yields 1  F ¼ OðN 5=6 Þ for almost all
nearly pure states.
Simulation results.—We performed numerical simulations of single-qubit tomography using four different
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protocols: (1) standard fixed-measurement tomography;
(2) adaptive tomography with N0 ¼ N 2=3 , as proposed in
[18]; (3) adaptive tomography with N0 ¼ N (for a range
of ); and (4) ’’known basis’’ tomography, wherein we
cheat by aligning our measurement frame with ’s eigenbasis (for all N samples). We simulated many true states ,
but present a representative
pﬃﬃﬃ case: a pure state with
ðhx i; hy i; hz iÞ ¼ ð0:5; 1= 2; 0:5Þ
pﬃﬃﬃ !
1
3
j %i ¼
(8)
1ﬃﬃ
2i
p

2 3 pﬃﬃ6
Our results are not particularly sensitive to the exact estimator used; we used maximum-likelihood estimation
(MLE) with a quadratic approximation to the negative
loglikelihood function:
lðÞ ¼  logLðÞ 

3
X
Nk ðTr½Ek   fk Þ2
k¼1

fk ð1  fk Þ

;

(9)

where fk ¼ nk =Nk are the observed frequencies of the þ1
eigenvectors of the three Pauli operators k , Ek is the
corresponding projector, and Nk is the number of samples
on which k was measured. Convex optimization (in
MATLAB [27]) was used to find 
^ MLE . Results were averaged over many (typically 150) randomly generated measurement records.
Figure 2 shows average infidelity versus N. We fit these
simulated data to power laws of the form 1  F ¼ N p ,
and found p ¼ 0:513 0:006 (for static tomography),
p ¼ 0:868 0:008 (for adaptive tomography with
N0 ¼ N 2=3 ), p ¼ 0:980 0:006 (for adaptive tomography with N0 ¼ 0:5N), and p ¼ 0:993 0:09 (for

FIG. 2 (color online). Average infidelity 1  Fð;
^ Þ vs sample size N for Monte Carlo simulations of four different tomographic procotocols: standard tomography (black), the procedure
proposed in [18] using N0 ¼ N 2=3 (red), our procedure using
N0 ¼ N=2 (blue), and known basis tomography (green). Both
adaptive procedures clearly outperform static tomography, but
our procedure clearly outperforms the N0 ¼ N 2=3 approach, and
matches the asymptotic scaling of known-basis tomography. The
inset shows the dependence of the prefactor () on  ¼ N0 =N.
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known-basis tomography). These results are not significantly different [28] from predictions of the simple theory
(p ¼ ð1=2Þ, ð5=6Þ, 1, and 1, respectively). The
borderline-significant discrepancy is, we believe, due to
boundary effects (^ MLE is constrained to be positive). We
also varied  ¼ N0 =N (Fig. 2, inset) and found that
 ¼ 1=2 optimizes the prefactor ().
Experimental results.—We implemented our protocol
experimentally in linear optics (Fig. 3). Using type-1
spontaneous parametric down-conversion in a nonlinear
crystal, photon pairs were created. One of these photons
was sent immediately to a single photon counting module
(SPCM) to act as a trigger. The second photon was sent
through a Glan-Thomson polarizer to prepare it in a state of
very pure linear polarization. Computer-controlled wave
plates were first used to prepare the polarization state of the
photon, and subsequently used in tandem with a polarization beam splitter to project onto any state on the Bloch
sphere.
We compared static and adaptive tomography protocols
on a measured state given (in the H=V basis) by


0:7711
0:2010 þ 0:3624i
¼
; (10)
0:2010  0:3624i
0:2289
which has purity Trð2 Þ ¼ 0:991 and fidelity F ¼ 0:992
with j %i [see Eq. (8)]. We identified
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ  to within an
~ Þ using one very
uncertainty which is at most Oð1= N
7
~
long (N ¼ 10 ) static tomography experiment, whose
overwhelming size ensures accuracy sufficient to calibrate
the other experiments, all of which involve N  3  104
photons.
Our ‘‘standard’’ (static) protocol involved repeatedly
preparing our target state, collecting N=3 photons at each
of the three measurement settings corresponding to x , y ,

FIG. 3 (color online). Spontaneous parametric downconversion is performed by pumping a nonlinear BBO crystal
with linearly polarized light. One photon is sent directly to a
detector as a trigger. A rotation using a quarter-half wave plate
combination prepares the other photon in any desired polarization state. Finally, a projective measurement onto any axis of the
Bloch sphere is performed by a quarter-half wave plate combination followed by a polarizing beam splitter. The measurement
wave plates are connected to a computer to enable adaptation.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Experimental data: (a) The average
infidelity 1  Fð;
^ Þ for the three tomographic protocols shown
in Fig. 2 vs the number of samples N. Each average is over 150
different realizations of the experiment. (b) Average infidelity
1  Fð;
^ Þ for standard tomography (black) and reduced adaptive tomography (blue) is plotted vs N. Each average is over 200
different realizations of the experiment; error bars are the
standard deviation of the mean of these samples.

and z , and computing ^ MLE as outlined in [29]. Each data
point in Fig. 4(a) represents an average over many ( 150)
repetitions.
To do adaptive tomography, we measured N0 ¼ N=2
photons, used the data to generate an ML estimate ^ 0 ,
then rotated the measurement bases so that one diagonalized ^ 0 . So, if the preliminary estimate is
^ 0 ¼ 1 j c 1 ih c 1 j þ 2 j c 2 ih c 2 j;
we define j c 3=4 i ¼ ð1=2Þðj c 1 i j c 2 iÞ and j c 5=6 i ¼
ð1=2Þðj c 1 i ij c 2 iÞ, and then measure the bases
ffj c 1 i; j c 2 ig; fj c 3 i; j c 4 ig; fj c 5 i; j c 6 igg. We measured the
remaining N  N0 photons in these new bases and constructed a final ML estimate using the data from both
phases.
We fit a power law (1  F ¼ N p ) to the average
infidelity of each protocol [Fig. 4(a)], and found p ¼
0:51 0:02 for standard tomography, p ¼ 0:71
0:04 for the procedure of Ref. [18], and p ¼ 0:90
0:04 for our adaptive procedure.
Our data generally match the theory; adaptive tomography outperforms standard tomography by an order of magnitude even for modest ( 104 ) N. Experiments that achieve
very low infidelities ( 104 ) show small but statistically
significant deviations from theory, which we believe can be
explained by wave plate misalignment. Fluctuations on the
order of 103 radians reproduce the observed deviations in
simulations. For a detailed discussion of systematic error
and how it affects our results please see [30].
There is an even simpler adaptive procedure. After
obtaining a preliminary estimate ^ 0 , we measured all of
the remaining N=2 samples in the diagonal basis of ^ 0 ,
neglecting the second and third bases presented in the
previous section’s protocol. This reduced adaptive tomography procedure requires just one extra measurement
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setting (full adaptive tomography requires three), but
achieves the same Oð1=NÞ infidelity [Fig. 4(b)]. The best
fits to the exponent p in 1  F ¼ N p are p ¼ 0:51
0:02 for standard tomography and p ¼ 0:88 0:05 for
reduced adaptive tomography [not significantly different
from the results shown in Fig. 4(a)]. In higher dimensional
systems, reduced adaptive tomography should provide
even greater efficiency advantages.
Discussion.—We demonstrated two easily implemented
adaptive tomography procedures that achieve 1 
Fð;
^ Þ ¼ Oð1=NÞ for every qubit state. In contrast,pany
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
static tomography protocol will yield infidelity Oð1= N Þ
for most nearly pure states. Our simplest procedure
requires only one additional measurement setting than
standard tomography. We see almost no reason not to use
reduced adaptive tomography in future experiments.
Previous work [18] optimized average fidelity over
Bures measure, a very respectable choice [31–33].
Unfortunately, the ‘‘hard-to-estimate’’ states lie in a thin
shell at the surface of the Bloch sphere, whose Bures
measure vanishes as N ! 1. So although the scheme
with N0 / N 2=3 proposed in [18] achieves Bures-average
infidelity Oð1=NÞ, it achieves only Oð1=N 5=6 Þ infidelity for
nearly all of the (important) nearly pure states [34].
The Oð1=NÞ infidelity scaling achieved by our scheme is
optimal, but the constant can surely be improved—i.e., if
our scheme has asymptotic error =N, a more sophisticated scheme can achieve 0 =N with 0 < . The absolutely optimal protocol requires joint measurements on all
N samples [35], and will outperform any local measurement. There is undoubtedly some marginal benefit to
adapting more than once, but we have shown that a single
adaptation is sufficient to achieve Oð1=NÞ scaling.
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